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CENTRAL ASIAN MINE STRIKES GOLD
WITH VelocityEHS
“We now have the best record of
training data the company has
ever had, simply because of the
VelocityEHS software.”

Kumtor Gold Mine
—
—

Norm Bobocel

—

Training and Development Advisor

Largest non-governmental employer in Kyrgyzstan
Produced over 10.4 million ounces of gold between 1997 and 2015
VelocityEHS customer since 2014
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savings! We are also using the software to schedule classes, which creates further benefits.
We can group individuals by training requirements to get larger class sizes that are more
efficient for the trainer. It’s almost like an airline looking at load factor. There’s no wasted
space. We know who was trained, and when. We now have the best record of training data
the company has ever had, simply because of the VelocityEHS software.”

Benefits of VelocityEHS
Simplicity
What makes VelocityEHS different? We focus
relentlessly on ensuring our software solutions
are simple, easy-to-use, and able to solve complex
business challenges quickly and capably.

Concluding, Mr. Bobocel says he feels VelocityEHS has demonstrated a willingness to go
above and beyond to support his team. And he is already expanding the relationship with
an eye to the future.
“I have really enjoyed working with the VelocityEHS project team, because they have
proved themselves so helpful,” says Mr. Bobocel. “Whenever we’ve had special issues,
like when we wanted to run our ID numbers in a unique way, they were there to come
up with a patch for us. They resolved things until we were happy. Because of this good
relationship, we recently went out and purchased the On-Demand Training [from
VelocityEHS]. We are excited to start using it for our in-house eLearning programs.”

Speed
Not only does our software provide valuable time
savings across your organization, our implementations take less time, cost less money, and are more
successful than traditional software systems.
Customer Service
Adoption of the VelocityEHS Platform is the beginning
of a partnership, not the end of a transaction. Our
customer advocates stand ready to serve our clients
and help provide the simplest and most engaging
user experience.
Scalability
Our dynamic solution remains scalable and nimble
at every turn, helping you to reach your environmental, health, and safety goals faster and with less
struggle. We grow with you!
Value
Our software pricing structure is straightforward,
competitive, and encourages organization-wide
adoption by eliminating per-user licensing entirely.

NAVIGATE THE UNIQUE EHS CHALLENGES
OF MINING

Help for You to Do What You Do Better!
The VelocityEHS solution eliminates the timeconsuming challenge of tackling EHS data
manually, and allows you to respond to challenges
confidently and effectively. This frees you up to get
back to handling the other critical issues that drive
business performance and impact your core goals.

When you oversee EHS in the mining industry, you have a lot of market forces to contend
with: labor relations, energy usage, fluctuating supply and demand, regulatory oversight,
and of course miner safety. Companies are looking for a competitive edge wherever
they can find it. While the number and frequency of mining accidents has dramatically
declined in recent decades, safety continues to be a top priority for mining leaders
looking for lower DART rates and greater efficiencies. The VelocityEHS Platform can provide
a complete picture of your safety, compliance, environmental, and operational risks. Find
out today why so many mining companies already trust VelocityEHS to improve EHS and
protect the bottom line!
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